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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a Banach space with norm /I 11 and let C be a nonempty closed 
convex subset of E. A mapping T: C -+ C is called uniformly k-lipschitzian 
on C, if 
for every x, JJ E C and n = 1, 2, . . . . These mappings were first studied by 
Goebel and Kirk [2]. Lifschitz [S] proved that in Hilbert space a 
uniformly k-lipschitzian mapping with k < ,,,6 has a fixed point. Downing 
and Ray [I] showed that this theorem is valid under more general 
semigroup, i.e., uniformly k-lipschitzian semigroup which is left reversible. 
In this paper, we prove a fixed point theorem for uniformly k-lipschitzian 
semigroup such that the space of right uniformly continuous functions on 
the semigroup has a left invariant mean. The result which generalizes a 
result of [4] is slightly different from [l]. The proof is simpler than [l]. 
Furthermore by similar method, we give a proof of Downing and Ray’s 
theorem [ 11. 
2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
Let S be a semitopological semigroup, i.e., S is a semigroup with a 
Hausdorff topology such that for each a ES the mappings s + a -s and 
s -+ s. II from S to S are continuous. Let C be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of a real Banach space. Then a family S = { T,: t E S} of mappings 
from C into itself said to be a uniformly k-lipschitzian semigroup on C if S 
satisfies the following: 
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(1) T,,(x)=T,T,(x)for t,sESandxEC; 
(2) the mapping (s, x) -+ T,(x) from S x C into C is continuous when 
S x C has the product topology; 
(3) IIT,(T,(y)11 dkllx-yll for x,y~C and SES. 
Let C(S) be the Banach space of bounded continuous real valued 
functions on S: Then for f~ C(S) and SE S, we can define (Z,f)(t) =f(st) 
and (r,f)( t) =f(ts) for all t E S. If Xc C(S) is a closed subspace of C(S) 
containing constants and I,(X) c X for all SE S, then PE X* is called a 
mean on X if llpll = p( 1) = 1 and a mean p on X is called left invariant if 
p( I,$f) = p(f) for all s E S and f~ X. Let RUC( S) denote the space of boun- 
ded right uniformly continuous functions on S, i.e., all f E C(S) such that 
the function s + r,f is continuous when C(S) has the norm topology. Then 
RUC(S) is a closed subalgebra of C(S) containing constants and invariant 
under left and right translations; see [6] for more details. As in the proof 
of Lau [4], we obtain the following result: let C be a closed convex subset 
of a real Hilbert space H and let S = { T, : t E S} be a uniformly k-lipschit- 
zian semigroup on C. Suppose that { T,x: t E S) is bounded for some x E C 
and let y E H. Then the functions h(s) = (T,x, y) and k(s) = II T,x -yII’ are 
in RUC(S). For a mean p on RUC(S), we denote by pL,( T,x,y) and 
p,l/ T,x - ylJ 2 the values of /J at the functions h and k, respectively. 
Now we prove a fixed point theorem for uniformly k-lipschitzian 
semigroups in Hilbert spaces. The proof employs the methods of [ 1,4, 71. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert 
space H and let S = {T,: t E S} b e a uniformly k-lipschitzian semigroup on C 
with k < ,,6. Suppose that { T,x: t E S} is bounded for some XE C and 
RUC(S) has a left invariant mean. Then there exists a ZE C such that 
T,z=zfor all sES. 
Proof. Let p be a left invariant mean on RUC(S) and x0=x. Then 
since { T,xo: t E S} is bounded and hence, for each y E H, the function 
h(s) = (T,,x,, y) is in RUC(S), we can define pL,( T,xO, y). By linearity of 
p and of the inner product, this is linear in y; moreover, since 
IF,< TPO, Y >I < II,4 sup l(Ttx,,~)l <(sup IIT,x,ll) IIYIL I I 
it is continuous in y, so by the Riesz theorem, there exists x1 such that 
P~<T,x,>Y)= <x,>Y> for every y E H. 
By mathematical induction, define x, E C(n = 2, 3, . ..) such that 
~,<T,xn-,,y)= <x,~Y> for every y E H. 
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Then since 
for every u E H and n = 1,2, . . . . we have 
~,Il~,--ll2=~,~ll~,~,~,-~ll2-II~,~,~,-~,,ll2-22(T,x,,~~,-x,,,x,,-u)) 
and hence 
for every u E H and n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Putting u = T,.x,,(n = 1, 2, . ..). we have 
I/~,,--.s~,ll2=~1ll~,~~,~l-~,~,ll2-~,II~r-~,,~,--~,llZ 
=P,IlT,T,&r I - L~,!l12-P,IlL~,z I -.~,,l12 
6k2P,IlL?! 1 --Y,,IIZ-P,II~,.~n-, -x,zl12 
= (k2 - 1) P,ll Try,, I - -y,h z 
and hence 
~,ll~,x,,-x,,l126(k’- l)Cc,llT,L, -.x,,/12. 
From (*), we have 
~L,ll T+,, - x,, + 1 II2 d PA T,x,, - x,,l12 
d(k2- l)Pc,llTJ,,~ I --~,,IIZ 
G(k2- l)PtIIT,X,,-, --v,c III2 
for n = 1, 2, . . . Since 
for all t E S and n = 1, 2, . . . , we have 
Il~,,--X,~~,II~~~2/1,ll~,~,,~,-x,,ll~+~~,ll~,.~,,~~-~~,,~,ll~ 
d4/*,11T,x,~,-x,~,I12d4(k2-l)“~‘~L,lIT,~,-~oll’. 
Therefore since k < 4, {x,,} is a Cauchy sequence. Let x, + z. Then for 
s E s, 
llz-T,zl1263/lz-x,l12+311 ~,-~.s~,l12+311~,~,,-~,~l/2 
~3(1+kZ)llz-x,l12+311x,-T.~x,,I/2+0 
as n + co. Therefore T,z = z for all s E S. 
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Next, by a method similar to that of the proof of Theorem 1, we prove 
Downing and Ray’s fixed point theorem [l]. A semitopological semigroup 
S is left reversible if any two closed right ideals of S have nonvoid intersec- 
tion. In this case, (S, 6 ) is a directed system when the binary relation “<” 
onSisdelinedbya<bifandonlyif{a}u~z{b}u~. 
Let {x I : c( E A } be a bounded net of H and let C be a closed convex sub- 
set of H. Then we define 
and 
r = inf{r(x): XE C}. 
It is well known that there exists a unique element a E C with r(u) = r. We 
also have the following: 
LEMMA. Zf r(u) = r, then 
r+ Ilu-xli*<r(x) .for every x E C. 
Proqfi Since 
2(x,-a, u-x) = I/x,-xX(1*- I/x--all’- llu--x11* 
for all xgC and EEA, we have, for 1 with 0~1.~ 1, 
l/x,-(Ix+(l -n)u)l/*= 11x,-ua+.(u-XII’ 
= /(X,-u~J*+2E~(x,-u,u-x)+I*(~u-x(~~ 
= ~~X,-u~~*+~~~X,-x~~*-~~(.Y,-u~~*-~”~~u-~Y~~*+~*~~u-x~~* 
=(l -I)l~x,-ull*+~llx,-x~~*-~(l -i.)llu-x/l2. 
Then, we have 
and hence 
r<r(x)-(1-E,)llu-xl12. 
Therefore we have r d r(x) - Ilu - xl\* as 2 -+ 0. 
THEOREM 2 (Downing and Ray [ 1 I). Let C be a closed convex subset 
of a real Hilbert space H and let S = { T, : t E S} be a uniformly k-lipschitziun 
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semigroup on C with k < fi. Suppose that S is left, reversible and 
{ T,x: t E S} is bounded f or some x E S. Then there exists a z E C such that 
T,sz = z for all s E S. 
Proof: Since S is left reversible and { T,x: t E S} is bounded for some 
x E S, by mathematical induction, we can define a sequence {x,} in C: 
xg = x; 
inf sup II T,x, , -x,ll*=minjinfsupllT,x,..,-zll*:zEC} 
I *<r .> \ < I 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . By the lemma, we obtain 
IIx,,-u/l2~infsupI/T,x,,~,-u~l2-infsupIIT,x,~,-x,~~2 
J ,<, 3 s<r 
for all u E C and n = 1,2, . Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
Theorem 2. 
Remark. There exist topological semigroups S such that RUC(S) (or 
even C(S)) has a left invariant mean and yet S is not left reversible. Hence 
the conditions “RUC(S) has a left invariant mean” and “S is left reversible” 
are, in general, independent. We also know that when S is discrete, 
“RUC(S) has a left invariant mean” implies “S is left reversible”; see f3] 
for more details. Therefore Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 in this case. 
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